
EXT. WAREHOUSE SHIPYARD - HONG KONG - night.
A Black Limousine and several black luxury cars pull up to a warehouse on the docks. 
Workers scatter to make way for the bodyguards of Hing Lee Fat and niece China Girl. Bodyguards clear the way for them as they get out of limo.
INT. warehouse
Bodyguards escort Hing Lee Fat and niece China Girl into the warehouse where there are crates filled with guns of all kinds. 
A ninja assassin who is waiting for their appearance quickly swoops down on a police informant that was posing as a warehouse worker and snaps his neck.                                                                     
Hing LEE FAT 
Well executed. Hope you can complete your next task in such a timely manner.  
Hing Lee Fat aka Uncle head of Golden Daggers and wealthy investors of diverse interest negotiates the transportation of illegal arms to America.
Desiree Fong Lee aka China Girl a very beautiful and deadly enforcer for her uncle.
China Girl stands near by and with the nod of her head she orders an example to the others to keep their mouth shut.
Bodyguards move to grab a nearby workers and beat them.
Uncle and China Girl proceed with the deal.
Ext. city streets - Los Angeles CAlifornia - dusk 
City lights come on, Stanley Magnum drives down his old neighborhood in a dark green Dodge Magnum.
Magnum watches people hanging out, acting crazy and five 0 everywhere. Magnum gets on his phone.
EXT. lights of city - hong kong - niGHT
Night Skies, City lights of Hong Kong fading in the background. Flight leaving Hong Kong.
EXT. LAX International airport - los angeles - night                                                 
Airport runway lights, airplane taxies down runway into the night skies leaving Los Angeles.  
INT. hotel room - hawaii - niGHT
Gina passed out on hotel room bed while her friend Henry is on the phone.      
Henry Ki
She's ready. Don't worry it's done.
EXT. pacific ocean - between hawaii and Maui - sunrise  
Gina wakes up on fishing boat and doesn't know where she's at. She looks for Henry.
Gina
Henry, Henry! Where are you?
Back on Maui shore line, Henry watches as fishing boat explodes.  
HENRY Ki
Bye Gina.
InT. airport TERMINAL - hawaii - early morning 
Busy airport, people coming and going, China Girl and body guards demands attention as they walk through the airport.
Magnum also in busy terminal see's China Girl walking towards him looking very untouchable and sexy hot.
Magnum can't help but to notice her and flash his pimp smile.
China Girl walks by as if she doesn't notice him as her bodyguards give him the eye. 
As Magnum continues through the airport he thinks to him self.


MAGNUM (V.O.)
I'm not sure why I'm here but my boy Higgins need my help, all expenses paid of course. Quincy Higgins, and I use to run an escort service back in the day and he thinks I have the right skills for the job. How tough could it be? It's Hawaii
EXT. outside airport - Hawaii - mORNINg
Magnum walks outside to see his name by a waiting car. As Magnums things are being put into the car he feels like someone is watching him. He looks up to see a black limo drive by with the window slowly closing. 
Driver of Magnums car gives him a cell phone and is given a black book with instructions to call the number on the phone when he gets settled at his destination. The estate of Robin Masters.
EXT. outside of market place - Maui - late morning 
Gang of skater kids throw fire crackers into market as they race by on their skate boards. Old Asian man runs after them. 
Asian Man 
LOMPAI! Good for nothing. Stay away from my store.
One kid holds back.   
Johnny
Sorry Mr. You give me twenty and I'll tell them to stop.
Asian MAN 
I'll bus up you! 
Johnny
Just kidding, I just need some money.
ASIAN MAN
Life's tough.
Johnny smirks at the old man and walks off toward the beach.
EXT. food stand, Pawn shop, beach - maui - noon
Johnny walks up to the food stand. Frankie Nobel the owner, hands him a plate. 
Frankie
What's up Chongo and where's your fine sister at?
JOHNNY
I haven't seen her in a few days. I'm getting worried.
Frankie
That's strange Gina would never leave you hanging.
JOHNNY
Last time I saw her she was with Henry Ki, he works for Island Hoppers. 
Frankie
Ah man, that dude's shady. I'll keep an eye out. Let me know if you need something.
JOHNNY
Thanks 
EXT. outside YACHT - hawaii - noon                      
Car pulls up to pier 69 where Magnum is greeted by three lovely ship hands. 
Magnum
Ohoowee, this is the life. I think I'm going to like this job.
     
         SHIP HAND 
Mr. Magnum we are here to help you.
Magnum thanks his driver as he is escorted aboard ship by the girls.
EXT. pacific ocean between hawaii and maui - afTERNOON
Halfway between Hawaii and Maui, police are on the scene going through the wreckage of a fishing boat.  Magnum is down below enjoying food,drink and the female hospitality when yacht slows down. 
Ship captain is ordered to detour because of the accident.
Magnum comes up on deck to see the commotion.
MAGNUM
What's going on?
Ship hand
Looks like a boat exploded.  
MAGNUM
To bad.
Yacht continues on to Maui when Magnum starts feeling sick and goes down below to the bar for some water.
One of the girls notices him and brings out a wooden box the size of a shoe box and presents it to him.
ShIP HAND
This will help you to feel better. Sit, you feel better.
Magnum thanks the ship hand and takes the box 
MAGNUM (V.O.)
Maybe this is some of that Maui Oaui sticky stuff. I could use some of that right about now.   
Magnum sits down, opens the box to see a pair of custom made monogram slippers. Ship hand turns on some music and a couple other girls enter the room to serve Magnums every whim. 
SHIP HAND
You like slippers? 
Magnum
Their perfect,thank you baby.
Magnum burnt out from his little party on board falls asleep.
EXT. yacht pier 7 - maui - close to midnight
Magnum comes up on deck after a good sleep to find everyone gone and some big guy in a lounging chair. Magnum has his guard up.
MAGNUM
Hey player did you see where everybody went.
Security Joe
No.
MAGNUM
You don't say much.
Down on the dock Trevor Curtis aka T.C. stands by his cab. A tricked out mail jeep. He yells up to Magnum.
TREVOR CURTIS
Hey man, that dude don't talk much. 
Magnum  
I've noticed. Where am I? What time is it?
Magnum and Trevor both notice at the same time some Hawaiian dude walking by with a couple ladies.  
TREVOR CURTIS
Your in Maui, It's almost midnight and the girls said you might need a cab.
MAGNUM                                                      
That dude looks familiar, he's pimpin though.
TREVOR CURTIS
He looks like a Hawaiian Elvis, Morris Day.  
Magnum and Trevor laugh.
MAGNUM
Give me a minute.
INT. Ginas apartment - maui - Midnight
As Johnny sits near the television waiting to here from Gina, the news comes on. 
NEWS CAST (V.O.)
The body of an unknown female was found on board a fishing boat that exploded between Maui and Hawaii this morning.
Johnny worried, rushes out of the apartment to find his sister. 
EXT. beach house robin masters Estate - maui - after midnight 
T.C. cab drives the windy ocean road to the estate of Magnums new boss. The car pulls up to the beach house. 

TREVOR CURTIS
Here we are G. The estate of Robin Masters.
Magnum checks out the place as Trevor gets Magnums bags.
TREVOR CURTIS
Here's your bags.
MAGNUM
Who's this Robin Masters?
TREVOR CURTIS
Man, Robin's a pimp. He knows everything on this Island. He use to be a private investigator, made some money now he does what he wants.  
MAGNUM
That's cool.
TREVOR CURTIS
I bring the girls up here all the time.
MAGNUM
You mean the ship hands? 
TREVOR CURTIS
Ya them and any woman he wants. I haven't had a chance to meet him yet.
Trevor gets in his car.
TREVOR CURTIs
That'll be fifty bucks dog.
MAGNUM
Ah man, can I catch you later? I don't have any cash on me right now.
TREVOR CURTIs
I take cards.
MAGNUM
No cards. Sorry. 
TREVOR CURTIS
Dang Magnum, I need my money. I'm in the book. Trevor Curtic T.C.s cab 
MAGNUM
Thanks,I'll make it up to you. 
TREVOR CURTIS
You owe me.
Trevor drives off and Magnum heads up the walk to the house when he hears big dogs barking. 
MAGNUM
Damm, they sound close. Hope they're  not hunger. They sound hungry.
Magnum hurries up the walk when two Doberman Pinchers run up and block the door.
Magnum stops. 
MAGNUM
Hey Doggie dogs. Good dogs. You want some chicken? 
Magnum slowly moves to get the perfectly wrapped chicken from his pocket. 
MAGNUM (V.O.)
I know your wondering why I have chicken in my pocket. A wise man once told me when in a new neighborhood always be prepared. Where did I get the chicken? From the boat.  
Magnum shows the chicken to the dogs and they take it. Magnum goes into the house with his two new friends.
EXT. eight ball bar pool hall - mid morning 
Johnny hangs out across the street from the pool hall where his sister works when he sees Henry Ki. Johnny runs up to Henry and grabs him by the arm.
JOHNNY
Where's my sister?
Henry pushes Johnny to the ground.
HENRY Ki
I'm not her pimp. Get out of here before I pound your face.
Johnny gets up.
JOHNNY
You were with her last. You took her to Hawaii! 
HENRY Ki
I don't know where she's at. Ask her boyfriend.
Henry goes into the bar. Johnny heads home.
INT. eight ball bar - mauI - mid morning 
Henry is at the bar talking to one of his associates about the meeting he has with Tan, a member of Golden Daggers.  
HENRY ki
Those Daggers think they can tell us what to do. I'll make them think twice. 
Henry slams down his drink and walks over to a pool table. He goes over his stick  
HeNRY Ki
That bitch China Girl needs a good beat down.
Henry breaks the balls up making a couple.
INT. china girls penthouse office apt.- maui - miD MORNING   
China Girl enters the room with body guards following behind when she tell the secretary to connect a call.
China girl
Get Tan on the phone.
As she enters her office the phone rings and one of her office assistance hands the phone to her. 
CHINA GIRL
Make him beg,then kill him. Wait bring him to my boat.
China Girl hangs up the phone sits at her desk and continues with business, phone rings again letting her know that her  appointment is here. 
CHINA GIRL
Tell them I'll be right out.
China Girl walks out and shakes the hand of her associate then escorts him and his entourage into her secret weapons lab located in her office.
InT. beach house ROBIN masters estate - maui- mid morning                                  
Magnum gets up and checks out his Japanese style beach house. Magnum opens up the Sousse paper screen doors that leads onto a deck that looks out over a cliff. 
ExT. beach house robin masters estate - maui - mid morning 
He walks out onto deck and notices that there is a workout area, an out door spa and beautifully budded plant in corner.
MAGNUM
Oh look at this, lushes. Morning wake and bake. 
Magnum picks off a bud, smells it and looks around for something to smoke it with. 
MAGNUM
Yes! Here's a pipe. Let's pack this bad boy, smells good. Now where's a lighter? 
Magnum looks around for a lighter. He goes through the house and his stuff. 
MAGNUM
No lighter, no matches, Dang, if I had some papers I could use the stove.
Bummed out he decides to go back in the house.
On his way back into the house he takes a look through a telescope. He sees a beautiful woman in a white bikini standing on deck of a yacht. He notices that she looks like the chick at the airport then he sees one of the bodyguards and they go below. 
He swings telescope around and sees his neighbor. A karate school having classes on the beach and he also sees some kid in a little boat heading out to sea. He heads in.
EXT. Pacific ocean china girls yacht - maui - noon 
Johnny climbs onto yacht and sneaks past bodyguards. He hears people talking down below so he hides nearby.
He sees bodyguards holding Henry Ki as they bring him to China Girl.
ChINA GIRL
So you think you can steal from me. Stupid.
Henry stands tall.
China Girl with a letter opener, a golden dagger walks up to Henry and puts it to his throat.                                                        
CHINA GIRL
Make it easy on yourself and everything will be okay. Tell me who you sold my weapons to. 
HENRY Ki
Screw you bitch!
Henry spits in China Girls face. Bodyguards pull their guns on him. China Girl gives him the evil eye as she wipes her face and then slits his throat 
Johnny frightened by what he see stays hidden while he hears them plotting to take over the drug trade on the Island.
Johnny waits till the cost is clear to sneak off the yacht. As he is leaving he sees China Girl lock up a jewelry box in her cabin and decides to take it.  
EXT. cHINA GIRLS YACHT PIER 7 - maui - mid day    
Johnny stays on the yacht till it pulls back up to dock. As Johnny is running down the ramp China Girl sees him and yells at bodyguards.
CHINA GIRL
Get him! He has my box.
Johnny sees them running after him so he starts screaming.
JOHNNY
Fire! Fire! Help, Fire!
People on the dock run out to see the commotion. The bodyguards back off. Johnny looks back,gives them a big grin and keeps running.       
INT. T.C.'s cab - maui - mid day 
T.C. in his cab enjoying his music pulls up to a stop sign. Johnny standing at the corner notices China Girls bodyguards runs and jumps into T.C. cab.  
JOHNNY
Go! Go!
TREVOR CURTIS
Hey! Hey! What's going on here.
JOHNNY
Go!
Bodyguards pull up fast and ram T.C. cab. Cab takes off. Car chase through town. Bodyguards shoot at the cab. Cars go through stop lights, people and off road. 
TREVOR CURTIS
Man what's going on? I'm not trying to get shot, What did you do? Who are you?
Johnny 
Turn here! Hurry! They're catching up!
TREVOR CURTIS
We're not exactly driving a Ferrari.
Bodyguards still chasing cab as they drive along the beach near Robin Masters beach house and the karate school.  
InT. bEACH HOUSE robin MASTERS ESTATE - maui - noon afternoon
Expecting to speak to his new boss Magnum sits back on the couch and dials the phone number he was instructed call.
MAGNUM
Hello,Higgins? Hey man this 
place is kickin. When you coming out? I can't hear you. Hold on let me close the door.
Magnum gets up to closes the door when he hears gun shots and then sees T.C.'s cab speed by and crash into karate school. Magnum runs out to help.
EXT. outside karate - maui -noon
Johnny hides the box in the back seat, gets out of cab and starts running . 
One of the bodyguards jumps out of car and chases Johnny. He grabs him by the shirt and lifts him into the air.
 Bodyguard 
Where's the box ?
JOHNNY
What box ? I don't have your box. Let me go!
Owners of the karate school Chin Ho, ex five 0 and daughter Aalyhia Ho run outside to see what happened. They pull T.C. out of the cab.  
Aalyhia sees bodyguard with Johnny. She runs up and does a flying kick to the head and knocks body guard out. Johnny takes off running.
CHIN HO
Are you okay?
T.C. Dazed from the accident sees blurry images of Chin Ho and Magnum then his eyes come into focus on Aalyhia.
TREVOR CURTIS
I'm in love, that's my lady
Kung Fu. Oh my car!
MAGNUM
He's good. 
Chin Ho and Magnum run to help Aalyhia with bodyguard with. Students at the school help T.C. and call the police.
TREVOR CURTIS
Good thing this building is made of paper. 
Police take bodyguard away and talk to T.C. and other witnesses. 
MAGNUM (V.O.)
This is a trip. Already involved with five 0 and what are the bodyguards of Miss thing from the airport doing chasing some kid? 
Magnum heads back to the beach house and is almost hit by a black old school Lincoln Continental. Magnum notices the bodyguards from the airport in the car. Dobermans meet him and go back to the house for the night. 
INT. beach house robin masters estate - maui -late morning
British Car drives up to the beach house. Out steps Quincy Higgins associate of Magnum and part time care taker of the estate and his boss Alberto Geeves.
Higgins and Geeves walk into the beach house and find Magnum and the dogs chillin out side by the pool.
MAGNUM
What up Geeves?
Alberto Geeves
Are you talking to me? I don't believe we've meet.
Higgins is behind Geeves trying to hint to Magnum that Geeves is the boss.
Magnum gets up and reaches out to shake hands.
MAGNUM
Where's my manners, Stanley Magnum.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Magnum this is Alberto Geeves, our new boss.
MAGNUM
Oh I'm sorry, I was talking to Higgins. Geeves is a nickname for Higgins,never mind.                                                                                                                
Shall we go inside?

INT. bEACH HOUSE robin MASTERS ESTATE - maui - LATE MORNING
Magnum, Higgins and Geeves go inside to discuss business.   
Geeves walks in the kitchen. 
ALBERTO GEEVES
Gentlemen have a seat. Can I get you a drink? Pineapple juice?
Higgins takes a seat at the counter and Magnum has a seat on the sofa. Geeves pours juice for the three of them.
ALBERTO GEEVES
I'm looking forward to working with you both. Mr. Magnum I hope your accommodations suite your needs.
MAGNUM
Yes sir, everything is just fine,thanks.
ALBERTO GEEVES
Higgins, I think you'll find everything you need.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Thank you, ah can I get cable up here? I like to watch Martha Stwert while I'm cooking. I think that was wrong what they did to her. 
Geeves and Magnum look at Higgins.
ALBERTO GEEVES
I brought you gentlemen to Maui on behalf of Mr. Robin Master. Mr. Masters hand picked the two of you because of your past qualifications and your loyalty. 
MAGNUM
I heard Mr. Masters is a pimp. This job is legit?
ALBERTO GEEVES
Mr. Masters was a very successful private investigator and ex military, Vietnam. I will say Robin does have away with the ladies.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Oh Dog, This gig is real.
Higgins flashes his new watch and a fat money clip 
MAGNUM
Lets hear it.
ALBERTO GEEVES
Robin wants you to over see his property and one of his businesses, Island Hoppers. A travel and tour agency. We think someone in our offices are using us to smuggle items in and out of the country.
QUINCY HIGGINS
And what kind of items are we talking about?
Geeves walks in to the living area and continues conversation.
ALBERTO GEEVES
Drugs,money and guns. Will that be a problem?
Higgins gets up and paces back and forth
QUINCY HIGGINS
Oh man, I just came down here for the beauty of it all. I don't want to get shot at. I knew this was to good to be true.
MAGNUM
Higgins sit down. We won't be getting shot at will we?
Geeves heads for the door.
ALBERTO GEEVES
Mr. Masters has taken all precautions to keep everyone involved safe. You can think about it and I'll get back with you, until then enjoy yourself.
INT. beACH HOUSE robin MASTERS ESTATE higgins's room - maui -noON 
Higgins takes his things to his room while Magnum makes a couple phone calls.
Higgins throws his coat on the edge of the bed and it falls off unknowingly on a sea turtle that lives on the estate.  Higgins opens the closet to put his things up when a big overweight cat jumps at him with claws out. Higgins slings cat.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Aaaaa dumb cat. Scaring people,give me a heart attack. Retarded cat. 
  Higgins calms down and goes back out to the living room. 
QUINCY HIGGINS
Magnum where you at? Just up and leave. Can't tell a brother.
EXT. down the beach - maui - afternoon
Higgins walks outside to see Magnum in the water down the beach helping sexy woman in bikini and snorkel gear. Re- enactment of opening of Magnum P.I. series.
Higgins walks down the beach takes off his coat complaining along the way about the sand and heat. 
QUINCY HIGGINS
Magnum! You can't tell no one your leaving.
Magnum smiling and enjoying the view hollers back.
MAGNUM
Are you my mama! Just kidding. Chill out Higgins. The girl needed my help. 
QUINCY HIGGINS
Chill out, it's ninety degrees out here,sand all in my shoes.
MAGNUM
Have a seat,take your shoes off, put your toes in the sand.
QUINCY HIGGINS
What's wrong with you. You must be crazy. Pimps do not put their toes in the sand.
Higgins has a seat in the sand while Magnum enjoys the water. Higgins talking to himself.
QUINCY HIGGINS 
This is just not working for me. I need some beach wear. It's hot out here!
Higgins is sweating and feeling like he wants to pass out. He's seeing heat waves and hearing waves crashing.
Suddenly a beautiful young woman comes running from out of the heat wave. A Blasian chick with a coco puff hairdo,sun and water glissening on her body   
Higgins thinks he is seeing a mirage and start fantasizing hearing Bolero in his head and picturing her running towards him. A re-enactment from the movie 10.     
Girl keeps running and smiles at Higgins as she runs by. 
Magnum comes out of the water towards Higgins laughing and startles him.
MAGNUM
Higgins, Higgins. 
Higgins snaps out of it.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Man, your messed up. 
MAGNUM
We have work to do. Let's get back to the crib.
QUINCY HIGGINS
You already talked to Geeves?
MAGNUM
Ya, lets go.
INT. underground drug lab and weapons storage FACILITY  maui - late afternoon 
China Girl and Uncle, Hing Lee Fat are at their underground  lab checking on the progress of their new supply of ice to be distributed as part of a plan to take over rival territory. 
China Girls bodyguard Tan comes in and whispers something to her. 
China Girl leaves the room and bodyguard Tan follows. Uncle stays behind to sample the product.  
CHINA GIRL
Tan stay behind and watch Uncle. You will be contacted. 
INT. Beach house robin masters estate - maui - Sunset     
Magnum all fresh and clean looks for his house keys and cell phone. 
MAGNUM
Higgins lets go, cab's waiting.
Magnum gets his stuff together and heads out the door to the cab.
EXT. BEACH HOUSE ROBIN MASTERS ESTATE - MAUI - SUNSET 
Magnum walks up to the cab and gets in. 
MAGNUM
What's up T.C.? Thanks for picking us up. We need to get down town.
TREVOR CURTIS
You got money? I don't drive for free. 
Higgins comes walking down the path towards cab.
MAGNUM
That dudes paying, It's all good.
TREVOR CURTIS
Okay Dog, Lets go.
QUINCY HIGGINS
What kind of cab is this? 
TREVOR CURTIS
Are you dissin my cab?
QUINCY HIGGINS
Na Brah, it's pimpin.
Higgins gets in the cab and they drive off.
INT. Cab sunset
Magnum looks at Higgins.
MAGNUM
Brah? What was that?
QUINCY HIGGINS
That's Hawaiian for brother.
Magnum and T.C. laugh as they drive down ocean view road.
INT. gINA'S APARTMENT - MAUI - early evening
China girls bodyguards break into Gina's apt.Looking for Johnny and the box he took. They bust the place up and leave empty handed. 
People in the building open their doors to see what was going on as bodyguards walk by with guns in hand. 
Everyone knows China Girls men and closes their doors quickly. 
Johnny is across the street on his way back to the apartment when he sees bodyguards come out of building so he hides until they drive away.
Johnny goes into the apartment and is upset by he by what he seesso he vents by`  throwing things around.
EXT. GINAS APARTMENT - MAUi - evening
MAGNUM
Pull over here.
QUINCY HIGGINS
What are we doing here ? I thought we were going to taste the local cuisine.
T.C parks. Magnum and Higgins get out to check Gina's apartment.
MAGNUM
Keep the car running.
TREVOR CURTIS
Your dollar. 
Johnny standing at window sees Magnum and Higgins coming up  and decides to hide.
Old Black Asian Pimp neighbor sees them go in to Gina's apartment and calls the police.  
Magnum and Higgins look around the apartment. Magnum notices a letter from the county jail and puts it in his pocket.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Why are we here? I thought we were going to get some sushi. 
MAGNUM
I don't eat no Sushi. We're going for some chicken.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Sushi tastes like chicken.
MAGNUM
Ya it taste like stincky pus...
Magnum opens closet door and in mid sentence Johnny hits him between the eyes with a boot and knocks Magnum out.
Old Blasian Pimp neighbor, Eddie, walks in and sees Magnum on the ground bends down and says.
Wise Eddie 
Are you Magnum? Mr. Robin says to take Johnny to the beach house. Oh and I called five 0. I didn't know.
Johnny still in closet. Sorry man, I thought you were that guy with the steel plate in his head.
QUINCY HIGGINS
A plate in his Head! We need to go.
wise Eddie 
Ya, you better go.
MAGNUM
Get your stuff.  
Johnny packs his back pack and they leave the back way as five 0 comes in the front. Magnums nose is a little swollen. 
INT. T.C. Cab - Maui - evening
The guys jump in to T.C.s Cab.
MAGNUM.
Back to the crib.
TREVOR CURTIS
Oh no, What are you doing with that kid? I just got my car cleaned up.
JOhNNY
Whatever dude.
TREVOR CURTIS
You need to wash my car. 
JOHNNY
I'm not washing your clown car.
TREVOR CURTIS
What did you say?
MAGNUM
That's not right J. 
JOHNNY
Sorry.
TREVOR CURTIS
I except your apology, but your still going to wash my car. 
Guys get out of the cab. Higgins and Johnny start back to the house. 
MAGNUM
We need a ride in the morning. You up for the job? 
TREVOR CURTIS
Are you paying? You still owe me from yesterday and today
MAGNUM
Come on T.C. we need to get Johnny out of here. 
TREVOR CURTIS
What do you mean we? He's not my problem.
MAGNUM
Wait a minute. Higgins. 
Magnum stops Higgins 
MAGNUM
Higgins let me borrow a few dollars? I need to pay T.C. 
QUINCY HIGGINS
What is a few dollars?
Higgins pulls out his wallet.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Man you ain't never have no money. You need a financial manager or something. 
MAGNUM
Thanks Higgins, I'll pay you later
QUINCY HIGGINS
All I have is two fifties. 
Magnum grabs it and gives it T.C.
MAGNUM
This is all I could get right now. I promise I'll hook you up tomorrow.
TREVOR CURTIS
Okay I'll drive tomorrow but I'm staying here and I'm going to relax in the hot tub.
MAGNUM
Go for it.
Magnum and Trevor start up the walk and are met by the dogs Malo and Winston as they go up to the house.
TREVOR CURTIS
And I better get a tip. Going out of my way.
MAGNUM
Here's your tip. The dogs don't like cab drivers. 

INT. China girls Penthouse - maui - late evening                          
Bodyguards stand by as China Girl come out of bedroom wearing sexy lingerie,makes herself a drink,lights a cigarette and walks out on to the balcony to admire the view.
Bodyguards can't help but to admire her view as they sneak a quick peek.
China Girl knows they're looking,she turns and snaps at them.
CHINA GIRL
Did you find the kid? 
Bodyguard steps up, bows and nods his head no. 
China Girl walks up to him as he is still with his head bowed down China Girl puts her cigarette out on his head. It does not faze him because of the steel plate in his head.
CHINA GIRL
Get out!
Bodyguard bends down to pick up cigarette bud and ashes.
CHINA GIRL
Leave it!
China Girl walks back out on to the balcony. She watches bodyguards getting into the Lincoln off to find Johnny.  
CHINA GIRL
May Ling! Clean up this mess. Tell Choe to get my car.
INT. Hing Lee Fat's home - maui - miDNIGHT
China Girl goes to her Uncle's house and walks into his office.
Uncle, is sitting at his desk smoking ice.   
CHINA GIRL
You foolish old man! 
China Girl walks up and slaps the pipe out of his hand. Uncles body guards step up to China Girl and pull their guns.
With a crazed look in his eyes Uncle picks up his dagger and  begins polishing it while laughing to himself. 
lee Fat Uncle
Do you forget who you are talking to. You will watch what you say to me. 
Hing Lee Fat calmly continues to polish his dagger then suddenly stabs his dagger into the desk.
LEE FAT UNCLE
What do you want at this hour ?
CHINA GIRL
Sorry, I meant no disrespect. 
Uncle pulls dagger from desk and brushes it against his face
CHINA GIRL
I'm worried about your health and the police are snooping around. They're looking for the kid.  
LEE FAT UNCLE
Why do you bother me with such things? You know what you must do. 
China Girl bows and is escorted toward the door.
LEE FAT UNCLE
Desiree! If you ever disrespect me again, I will cut out your tongue.
InT. bEACH HOUSE robin MASTERS ESTATE - maui - moRNING 
Magnum up early checks on Johnny who is sleeping in Magnums room.
Magnum walks through living room on his way to the kitchen. Dogs run up to Magnum. Magnum gives them a doggie treat. Magnum wakes up T.C. who is sleeping on the couch. Magnum pours himself some juice 
MAGNUM          
Malo,Winston good doggies, go outside. T.C. Up and at umm. 
T.C. sits up and looks at Magnum. 
TREVOR CURTIS
What's up.
MAGNUM
Man, you look tore up.
TREVOR CURTIS
Your not so pretty your self. Ah man, I saw my lady kung fu doing her moves last night. I couldn't stop watching.
TREVOR CURTIS
I'm going to get some of that. She can practice her moves on me all she wants. 
MAGNUM
You wish. She'll jack you up. 
I have to check something out. Meet me next door and tell Johnny to keep an eye on Higgins. He's kind of paranoid.
Magnum walks across the room and knocks on Higgins door. T.C. goes to freshen up.
MAGNUM
Quincy! Wake up. I'll be back. Keep an eye on Johnny.
Magnum heads out the door.
INT. higgins bedroom beach house - maui - morning
Higgins laying in bed half awake talks to himself.
QUINCY HIGGINS
People need to quit yelling up in here. Bonafied pimp needs his sleep.  
Higgins gets comfortable and drift back off to sleep.
INT. living room beach house - maui - morning 
Johnny wakes up and comes out into the living room. Dogs run inside to check him out. Johnny stops and stands still. Trevor walk out into living room.   
JOHNNY
They won't bite?
TREVOR CURTIS
They won't bite me, I don't know about you. Dogs don't like punk kids.
JOHNNY
Why you gotta be like that?
T.C. sits down to put on his shoes.
TREVOR CURTIS
I'm sorry, I'm just messing with you . Dogs! Go watch T.V.  
T.C. gets up to leaves to meet Magnum. 
TREVOR CURTIS
Magnum wants you to keep an eye out on Higgins. He's kind of paranoid.
Johnny sits down to watch T.V. while the dogs watch him.
EXT. karate school - maui - mID`MORNING  
T.C. pulls up to the school and sees Magnum inside talking to Aalyhia and Chin Ho.
T.C. motions to Magnum to invite him in so he can meet Aalyhia. Magnum tries to ignore him.  
T.C. gets out of car and goes into school.
INT. kARATE SCHOOL -maui - miD MORNING      
TREVOR CURTIS
Good morning.
Aalyhia and Chin Ho nod and respond good morning.
Magnum continues talking.
MAGNUM
Robin also wanted me to ask if you would be able to find out any information about Johnny's sister and the guy she was last seen with. His name is Henry Ki. 
T.C. tries not to stare at Aalyhia and she tries not to notice. 
CHIN HO
Tell Robin it would be my honer.  Hing Lee Fat and his niece have been a menace to everyone. They must be stopped.
MAGNUM
Thank You. I'll get back with you. T.C. lets go.
Chin Ho leaves to the main house while Aalyhia walks Magnum and T.C. to the door.
TREVOR CURTIS
I just wanted to thank you for the other day.
Magnum interrupts T.C.. 
MAGNUM 
Thanks again Miss Ho.
Magnum and T.C. look at each other and try not to smile.
Aalyhyia
Please call me Aalyhia.
MAGNUM
Aalyhia. Trevor I'll meet you out side.
Magnum goes out to the car. 
AALyhIA
Your name is Trevor? I've always wondered what T.C. stood for.
TREVOR CURTIS
Trevor Curtis at your service.
I just wanted to say I'm sorry about the other day and thank you for being so nice about it.
AALyhIA
It was not your fault. You were just trying to help Johnny.
TREVOR CURTIS
Yeah, I didn't know what was going on. So you've always wondered what T.C. stood for.
AALyhIA
I always see your cab around and just wondered. Your hard to miss, I like your cab.
TREVOR CURTIS
Well how about I take you for a ride, a in my cab? Or if you need a ride some where to do errands or something.
AALyhIA
I'll think about it.
TREVOR CURTIS
Here's my card, call me. See you later.
AALyhIA
Later.
T.C. Goes out to the car where Magnum is keeping occupied on the phone and flirting with the ladies as they walk by.
MAGNUM
What took you so long? I'm hungry, lets go.
Magnum and T.C. get in the cab.
TREVOR CURTIS
You got money? 
MAGNUM
I got you. We need to take care some business real quick. Then we can grab something to eat. 
TREVOR CURTIS
Why you always say we. I'm a cab driver. 
MAGNUM
Come on man, we just gotta do this real quick then we can get us some chicken and waffles.
TREVOR CURTIS
That does sound good. All right lets do it. You owe me double time.
MAGNUM
Shoot, I set you up with Aalyhia,you need to thank me. 
TREVOR CURTIS
Okay, thanks dog. 
INT. bEACH HOUSE robin MASTERS ESTATE. - maui - LATE MORNING
Higgins just waking up sitting in his wife beater and tighties-whities at the end of his bed notices his jacket moving very slowly near his feet. 
Higgins squirms, jumps on the bed and lets out a squill.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Ahhhha,Giant spider, help! Get some Raid or something! 
The dogs start barking and run to Higgins's door. Johnny grabs a broom and follows. Johnny opens the door to see Higgins in his tightie-whities and black socks standing on the bed trying to call someone one on his cell phone. 
Higgins sees Johnny and the dogs and hangs up his phone. Dogs run in and start barking at Higgins.
Scared of the dogs, Higgins freezes in place.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Get the dogs. Nice puppies.
JOHNNY
Sorry dude. They don't listen to me.
Dogs sit and watch Higgins and Johnny.
QUINCY HIGGINS
What took you so long, didn't you hear me calling for some Raid? 
JOHNNY
I heard screaming. I thought there was a girl in here.
QUINCY HIGGINS
That's not cool man. I don't like spiders. I'm  allergic.
JOHNNY
I heard you're paranoid. Why you so paranoid?
QUINCY HIGGINS
Didn't I tell you?
JOHNNY
No.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Well then it's none of your business. Give me that broom!  Smart-aleck.
Johnny laughs and hands Higgins the broom while the dog check out Higgins's coat.
JOHNNY
That thing is kind of big for a spider. It's probably a snake or maybe it's a skunk. It is kind of funky in here. 
Johnny laughs while Higgins gives him the look.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Real funny, Ha ha. Just help me catch this thing!
Higgins uses the broom to sweep his coat off of whatever is moving under it.
Higgins, Jonny, and the dogs jump back a little thinking it could be a snake or something. 
QUINCY HIGGINS
Ah Man it's just a turtle.
Higgins gets off the bed, Johnny picks up the turtle while the dogs sniff it.
JOHNNY
You were all scared over a turtle.
QUINCY HIGGINS
It's not funny. It could have been a giant tarantulae or something
Higgins walks up to Johnny and the turtle. He pets the turtle, gives Johnny a wedgy and walks him to the door.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Thanks for the help and I know Jujitsu so you better watch yourself. 
JOHNNY
OOOh, I'm scared. Scared your breath is going to Knock me out. YOU need a mentoes.
Higgins breaths on Johnny,slams the door and checks his breath.
INT. Island hoppers travel and tours - maui- LATE MORNING 
Magnum and T.C. walk into the travel agency and greet the receptionist.
MAGNUM
Excuse me miss, I'm Magnum and this is T.C. We're here to see Henry Ki. 
Raylynn 
Robin told me to be expecting you and to help you with anything you need.
Raylynn a sexy little thing gets up from her desk and walks Magnum and T.C. to the back office. Magnum and T.C. follow her gladly.
RAYLYNN
Henry has not been here for several days. Maybe about a week. He's a cockroach
MAGNUM
Do you know what he was into or if he has a girlfriend?
RAYLYNN
He liked guns and bossing people around. He didn't have a girlfriend but he did like Club Pu Tang.
TREVOR CURTIS
I like Club Pu Tang.
MAGNUM
I bet you do.
Raylynn gets a set of keys from the desk and gives them to Magnum. 
RAYLYNN
These are for you. Robin said for you to enjoy the ride.
Raylynn points outside to a green Ferrari. 
TREVOR CURTIS
Dang dog, you got the hook up. We need to go check out Club Pu Tang. 
MAGNUM
In due time. Right now we need to roll. 
TREVOR CURTIS
I like Club Pu Tang. The girls there are fine.
T.C. makes faces and grunting noises.
MAGNUM
Not in front of the lady. Raylynn thank you, we'll see you soon.
TREVOR CURTIS
Thank you Miss Raylynn.
EXT. Main Office island hoppers - maui - late morning                            
Magnum and T.C. get into the Ferrari. 
MAGNUM
Fasten your seat belt, I'm driving now.
TREVOR CURTIS
Petal to the metal let's see what you got.
Magnum smiles pulls out and starts to pick up speed when he notices flashing lights rolling up behind them. Magnum slows down real quick.
MAGNUM
Ah man.
TREVOR CURTIS
Just act natural. You have your license right?
MAGNUM
Yes but I don't like flashing lights.
Five 0 pulls up real fast along side of them and keeps going.
MAGNUM
Let's go get breakfast. They got a waffle house here?
TREVOR CURTIS
They have Spam and eggs.
MAGNUM
I don't want Spam and eggs.
Magnum drives the speed limit the rest the way to their destinations while T.C. laughs at him.
INT. bEACH HOUSE MASTERS ESTATE - noon
Higgins is cooking up something in the kitchen while watching Martha Stewart and talking to the turtle. 
Johnny is hanging out by the pool talking to someone on the phone.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Johnny! What are you doing out there.
JOHNNY
Quit buggin! I'm getting some sun.
Johnny is making a deal on phone with one of his friends.
JOHNNY
Yeah dude send him on by. I'll be out by the pool. Later.
Higgins can hear Johnny talking to someone.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Who are you talking to? I hear you talking to someone.
JOHNNY
Quit being so paranoid. I'm not talking to anyone.
Johnny hangs up the phone, pulls down his shades and relaxes by the pool.
Higgins talks to himself and the turtle.
QUINCY HIGGINS
And dim song to you too. Someone needs to smack that kid. Turtle I think I'll call you Rick. That's a pimp name.  La De DaaDe We likes to party.Like Slick Rick. Do you like Bok Choy? 
While still in the kitchen Higgins notices a shadowy figure go by the window. He checks it out but sees nothing. He continues cooking and talking to Rick.
QUINCY HIGGINS
I'm seeing things Rick. I thought I saw a ninja. Maybe he was looking for next door.  
Out by the pool a member of the Golden Daggers, a ninja enforcer is stalking Johnny. Ready to make his move when Johnny's friend stops by and foils his plan to kidnap Johnny.
Just as ninja leaves the dogs run out and start barking. They first run to Johnny's friend and then around the yard.
Higgins comes out to see what's going on and sees Johnny's friend.
QUINCY HIGGINS
What's up? I knew I seen someone out here.                                         
Higgins looks at Johnny.
JOHNNY
I owe you money or what?
QUINCY HIGGINS
You better check yourself.
 
Higgins walks back to the house while Johnny finishes talking business with his friend.. 
JOHNNY
He's alright man. Take the tree, I'll catch you later.
Int. China girls penthouse - Hotel - noon         
China Girl looks out her balcony to see her men that work as drivers for Island Hoppers 
While China Girl is watching her men drive off she sees a green Ferrari drive up. She watches as Magnum and T.C. get out and talk to some of the drivers in front of hotel. 
CHINA GIRL
May ling! Get my bag ready, I'm going out on the yacht. 
EXT. ISland hoppers tour buses hotel - noon    
Magnum is talking to some of the drivers while T.C. sits in the driver seat on one of the buses.
A guest of the hotel walks up to T.C.. 
Brain fellow
Are you the bus driver? I'm Brain Fellow.
Fellows gets on the bus and takes a seat.
BRAIN FELLOW
I want to see a volcano. 
T.C. turns around .
TREVOR CURTIS
I'm not the bus driver.
BRAIN FELLOW
Then why are you sitting in his seat? You shouldn't be there.
T.C. Gets up to leave.
TREVOR CURTIS
Nice to meet you. 
BRAIN FELLOW
I'm Brain Fellow. Those birds just pooped on that green car.

T.C. gets off the bus and smiles while he walks back to the car and waits for Magnum.
BRAIN FELLOW
That bus driver has a passenger. He needs to do his job.
Magnum gets back to the car. 
MAGNUM
Ah man, look at my car. Ah man.
Magnum and T.C. proceed to get in to the car when Magnum stops to pick up a rock and throws it at the birds. T.C. laughs and they drive away.
Magnum drops T.C. off at his cab and heads back to the beach house.
MAGNUM (V.O.)
Today has been a pretty good day except for the birds bombarding my new car. I found out a few things today. It seems that a few of the drivers for Island Hoppers are also working for a gang out of China, the Golden Daggers. I hear they don't mess around. I'm going to have to play this one real cool.
EXT. CHINA GIRLS YACHT - PIER 7 - maui - aFTERNOON 
Hing Lee Fat's limo drives up to yacht where their associates are waiting. Escorted by their bodyguards,everyone gets out of their cars to go on board.
Hing Lee Fat goes down to his private office while China Girl keeps their associates occupied. Yacht sails off to the other side of island.
INT. Yacht - maui - afternoon                                                    
Hing Lee Fat opens a wall safe and takes out a gun and his personal stash of product.
China girl goes down below to check on her uncle.
CHINA GIRL
Why do you need to do this now? We need to take care of business.I need you to be in control of the situation. 
 Hing Lee Fat just laughs and continues to prepare his high.

 LEE FAT UNCLE
Desiree, I am grateful for your heartfelt concern but it is not necessary. I have taught you to deal with incompetence now do as you are told.
China Girl goes back up to deal with her business associates.  
Body Guards keep watch as Uncle injects himself with drug.
China Girls bodyguard Tan reports to her about her uncle.
CHINA GIRL
Give him all he needs. I will deal with incompetence. 
Tan leaves to takes care of Uncle. China Girl continues with business while talking to herself. 
China girl                                                                        
Uncle you have taught me well.
Other body guards standing outside Uncles door are sent upstairs while China Girls bodyguard enters Uncles office and proceeds with a lethal injection of ice. 
Tan carries Uncle out of office.
EXT. maui - lATE AFTERNOON
China Girls yacht sails to the other side of the island  where they have an underground drug lab and weapons storage facility. Located near a volcano on a secluded pineapple field 
EXt. Beach house robin masters estate - maui - late Afternoon                             
Magnum drives up and goes into the house. Dogs greet him at the door. Magnum sees Higgins in the kitchen.
MAGNUM
Where's Johnny? 
QUINCY HIGGINS
He's out by the pool.
Dogs follow Magnum into the kitchen. Magnum samples Higgins cooking.
MAGNUM
You playing Martha Stewart again?
QUINCY HIGGINS
You need to get those dogs out of my kitchen. I worked hard on this dinner and I don't need them dogs drooling on my Asian Soul ribs. 
Dogs give Higgins the eye. Magnum looks at the dogs then back at Higgins.
MAGNUM
You better watch yourself.
QUINCY HIGGINS
You need to quit playing and get those dogs out of here.
MAGNUM
You sound like my moms.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Shut up man. That's not funny.
Your ma ma, never mind. 
Magnum looks back laughs and goes outside to check on Johnny. Dogs follow. 
QUINCY HIGGINS
Stanley! Fire up the grill and make sure it's clean.
Higgins gets his ribs together while talking to the turtle.
QUINCY HIGGINS
You hungry Rick? I'm going to hook you up. I bet Magnum doesn't get the grill ready. He's a slacker sometimes.
Magnum passes Johnny on his way to get the grill ready.
MAGNUM
What up J?
JOHNNY
Not much, just hanging. Stanley!
MAGNUM
You got a problem with my name? 
JOHNNY
Na bro, That's an intelligent sounding name.
MAGNUM
You know your right. So what's going on with you? 
JOHNNY
I'm just worried about my sister. No one has seen her.
MAGNUM
Why are those cats after you?
Magnum continues to get the grill ready.
JOHNNY
I took some chicks jewelry box or something. I don't know. They might think I saw something.
MAGNUM
What did you see? 
JOHNNY
I saw them kill this dude Henry.
MAGNUM
Henry Ki?
JOHNNY
Yeah, My sister was with him the last time I seen her. He said he didn't know where she was so I followed him. 
MAGNUM
So where did he go?
JOHNNY
Those guys in the black car picked him up and took him to the chicks boat.
MAGNUM
Who's the chick?
JOHNNY
I think they call her China Girl? 
Dogs run up to Higgins as he comes out to check on grill. 
QUINCY HIGGINS
Magnum get these dogs away from me.  Is the grill ready? I'm about to through down.
Higgins heads for the grill and sees that Magnum is still cleaning it. 
QUINCY HIGGINS
I told Rick you wouldn't have the grill ready.
MAGNUM
Who's Rick?
JOHNNY
That's his pet turtle.
Magnum and Johnny laugh. Higgins goes back to get the food.
QUINCY HIGGINS
He listens to me!
Higgins comes out with the food.
JOHNNY
You should of heard him. He was screaming like a girl. He thought Rick was a giant bug.
QUINCY HIGGINS
All I saw were those big eyes. What are you talking about. You were screaming too. 
Higgins grabs the brush from Magnum.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Give me that. Let me show you how it's done.
MAGNUM
Have to it. 
Magnum has a seat as Higgins takes over scraping the grill when he uses to much strength and the grill starts rolling down a slope and flips over.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Don't know my own strength. Just a little mishap.
Higgins struggles to stand up the bent up but still usable grill.
Magnum and Johnny try not to laugh. Magnum nods to Johnny to go help Higgins. 
QUINCY HIGGINS
Okay, I got this. I'm just going to throw these ribs on and we'll be grubbing in no time.
Magnum and Johnny kick back while Higgins puts the food on the grill and closes the hood.
Higgins sees his 10 girl running down the beach and tries to get a closer look.
MAGNUM
You better check that grill and quit checking on that honey running  down the beach.
The grill is smoking hard so Higgins rushes to check on the food. He has everything in control when he decides to try and fix the hood that was bent when the grill tipped over.     
Higgins bends the hinge on the hood straight so that it closes easily. He opens the hood and it falls all the way back and flips the grill. The dogs snatch the food. 
MAGNUM
What did you do now?
Higgins snaps back.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Don't worry about it. Did you call your Mama?
JOHNNY
We ain't never gonna eat.
MAGNUM
Don't say ain't. Here, go order a pizza.
Magnum gives Johnny some money for the pizza. Magnum yells as Johnny goes in the house.
MAGNUM
And get me some hot wings. 
Higgins tries to chase the dogs off but they just growl and put Higgins in check so he makes him self a drink, has a seat and watches the dog enjoying the food.
QUINCY HIGGINS
I hope you dogs are enjoying those ribs. I worked hard on that food.
Johnny comes out of the house and looks at Magnum.
JOHNNY
Need more money. The pizza cost Twenty something plus tip.
Magnum looks at Higgins who is chillin with his drink.
MAGNUM
Higgins, you got ten dollars?
QUINCY HIGGINS
Always asking for money like my money grows on trees.
MAGNUM
Your eating aren't you? Spit it up.
Higgins pulls out his cash. Johnny laughs at Higgins.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Go wait for the Pizza!
Johnny goes in to wait for the pizza. Magnum looks for the weed plant.
MAGNUM
Higgins did you see the plant that was in the corner? 
Magnum continues to look.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Check with Johnny. He had one of his little friends over maybe they seen it. What's up with the plant? You act like it was some bud.
MAGNUM
It was. That's my tree. I was looking forward to that. Johnny!
Johnny comes out of the house. Higgins smiles at Johnny.
JOHNNY
What are you looking at?
QUINCY HIGGINS
Your just so precious.
JOHNNY
Ha ha. 
Johnny looks at Magnum.
JOHNNY
Did you call me?
MAGNUM
Ya, Did you see the plant that was in this corner?
JOHNNY
What do you ask me for?
MAGNUM
Why are you getting all defensive? I'm just asking. I heard you had a friend here.
Johnny start walking back to the house when Magnum grabs him by the back of his shirt while Higgins laughs.
MAGNUM
You better get that tree back.
JOHNNY
I can't I already sold it.
MAGNUM
Then you better geyme my money.
JOHNNY
I don't have it right now. There's going to be a party on the beach and I'm suppose to pick it up later. 
MAGNUM
 You better get my money.
The door bell rings. Magnum lets Johnny go to get the pizza. 
JOHNNY
I'll get your money. That stuff's against the law anyway. What do you need it for.
MAGNUM
Don't worry about it, it's not yours.
Magnum stressed out by Johnny pours himself a drink. Higgins  in his chair. 
QUINCY HIGGINS
I don't know man, that Johnny's a hand full.
MAGNUM
Well he's going to get my money, then tomorrow we're suppose to take him to stay with a friend of Robins. 
Johnny comes out with the pizza and just as they are about to bite down,when several gun shots are fired at them. 
They run for cover.
MaGNUM
Johnny, Higgins, you alright. 
JOHNNY
Yeah.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Yeah, we need to get Johnny out of here before we all get shot. we need toyo call 911? Hawaii five 0 or someone.
MAGNUM
We don't need the police right now.
The gun fire stops and they can hear a car drive away.  
Ahallyia Ho hears the shots next door and comes out to see black Lincoln drive by. They see her as she runs next door to check on the guys.  
The guys come out from cover as Ahallyia runs in. Dogs following.
AHALLYIA
Are you all okay? 
MAGNUM
Did you see anyone?
AhALLYIA
It was the same car that was chasing Trevor.
They all head inside the house. Dogs run along side of Magnum.
MAGNUM
And where were you dogs?
Dogs make whimpering face and noise.
MAGNUM
It's alright dogs. I'd hide too.
Johnny runs back for the pizza.
INT. underground drug lab and weapons storage FACILITY - maui evening
China Girl and investors are in negotiations.
CHINA GIRL
So now that you've seen that the lab is in full operation we can proceed with final plans for distribution on the main land. 
As they proceed with negotiations William Blair a major British investor,is suspicious of deal. 
William Blair
Ms. Fong I hear that you have had some trouble with insubordination. Is this something I need to be concerned about? 
CHINA GIRL
I don't know what you think you heard but if you doubt my Uncle's reputation on such matters then you will have to take it up with him.
Blairs men bring in a bloody and beaten cousin of China Girls.
CHINA GIRL
What is the meaning of this? 

WILLIAM Blair
I hear this snake works for you. He says he's your cousin. He came to us trying to sell information about your Uncle, his father. By the way, where is your Uncle?   
China Girl turns her back on Blair as she does she nods to her men to take out Blairs men and keep guns on Blair. 
China Girl turn around and grabs a gun from one of her men.
CHINA GIRL
It's none of your business where my Uncle is but if you must know he's dead, like you.
China girl shoots Blair in the head and then turns to her cousin.
CHINA GIRL
You dumb ice head, now look what you made me do. 
China Girl cracks her gun on the side of her cousins face.
Her cousin begs for his life.
Cousin
Please, Please I beg you. I'm sorry.
CHINA GIRL
Your just like your father. I should shoot you here. Tan take him to his father and give them a proper burial at sea.
Tan takes China Girls cousin to the yacht and ties him to his dead father. Cousin freaks out. 
China Girl gets her things together as she prepares to go back to her yacht. She has her men clean up bloody mess.
CHINA GIRL
Get rid of the trash.                                                           
EXT. cHINA GIRLS YACHT other side of maui - evening 
Tan throws still alive cousin and dead uncle over board. Tan throws a bucket of chum on them. Sharks circle.
Int. kARATE SCHOOL - maui - evening
Magnum,Aalyhia,Johnny and Higgins enter the school. The lights are out. 
AALYhIA
That's strange, I left the lights on and there is no one here. My dad is out of town
MAGNUM
Johnny get behind the desk.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Can I get behind the desk too?
MAGNUM
You need to get over here. It's time to get our kung fu grove on.
QUINCY HIGGINS
I'm not no Steven Segel and you're no Kato. Shouldn't we call someone.
MAGNUM
No cops yet. We'll deal with them later.
Aalyhia turns on the lights and they are meet by China Girls bodyguards. They all get in fight mode just then T.C. walks in.
TREVOR CURTIS
Hey Yo Magnum! Oh dang what did I just walk into a Wu tang reunion. 
QUINCY HIGGINS
Didn't you hear, we're about to get our kung fu grove on.
China Girls bodyguards attack and everybody is kung fu fighting sort of.
Higgins pulls out an old sock out of the front of his pants filled with change and stays out of the way as much as possible.
T.C. and Magnum use their street moves while Aalyhia is the real deal.
MAGNUM
Whooo, look at that girl go.
TREVOR CURTIS
That's my girl.
Magnum and T.C. hold their own. Johnny is cheering on Aalyhia as she handles China Girls men with ease. 
Higgins hits one of the bodyguard in the head with no effect because of plate in his head. Bodyguard turns around and laughs. 
BODYGUARD
I'll crush you little man.
Higgins sees Magnum behind bodyguard and gets brave.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Blah,blah,blah kiss my buttocks.
Magnum hits bodyguard in the head also with no effect.
Bodyguard grabs Magnum by the throat and throws him across the room. Magnum gets up and uses some kung fu moves that he learned back in the day.
Bodyguards are summands with a whistle and quickly leave. Bodyguard lets Magnum go.
BODYGUARD
I'll see you later.
Johnny comes out from under the desk as everyone else catches their breath..
MAGNUM
Is everyone okay?
Everyone is good. 
JOHNNY
Miss Aalyhia can you teach me to fight like that?
AALYhIA
We'll see.

           MAGNUM                              Yeah girl! You can throw down.
TREVOR CURTIS
My Lady Kung Fu.
Aalyhia blushes and give Trevor a little smile.
AALYhIA
And Magnum you were pretty good 
yourself. Do you know Kung Fu?
QUINCY HIGGINS
Oh no don't ask.
MAGNUM
Yes I did as a kid.
QUINCY HIGGINS
He's three degrees from Bruce Lee. He gets all reminiscent and stuff. 
Higgins laughs while the others are wondering what he's talking about.
MAGNUM
Don't be making fun. My Kung Fu teachers name was Wally and his teacher was Bruce Lee's cousin and his teacher was his cousin Bruce Lee. Like the Kevin Bacon game six degrees. 
QUINCY HIGGINS
I told you not to ask.
MAGNUM
I should've stayed with it. 
TREVOR CURTIS
What's up with those dudes?
MAGNUM
I don't know but we're going to find out. 
TREVOR CURTIS
There you go again with that we. We are getting paid right? Your talking like we're some kind of rent a cops.  
QUINCY HIGGINS
We better be getting paid. I don't like getting my butt kicked. Johnny what did you do?
TREVOR CURTIS
Yeah! Johnny! What did you do?
MAGNUM
Quit picking on the kid. He just happened to get in the mix .
JOHNNY
Yeah!
MAGNUM
Maybe I am doing a bit of private investigating.
TREVOR CURTIS
Like that guy on T.V. from the 70's. Magnum P.I.
MAGNUM
Higgins got me the gig and we just happen to have the same last name, so.
TREVOR CURTIS
I'm just saying. It's kind of funny.
JOHNNY
I remember that show. He was always borrowing money and use to wear little shorts.   
MAGNUM
Ha ha that reminds me, You better get my money?
Johnny gets quite and hides behind Aalyhia.
                               
 QUINCY HIGGINS 
Alberto said we were property managers.
MAGNUM
Aalyhia can you watch Johnny for the night? I know he'll be safe with you. We need to go into town to check on our friends.
Aalyhia agrees to watch Johnny. The guys go back to the beach house before heading out to Club Pu Tang.
EXT. Beach house robin masters estate - Maui - Evening                                                            
The guys come out of house ready for a night out on the town. Dogs follow behind as they walk to the car.
TREVOR CURTIS
You all are going to like Club Pu Tang. There's all kinds of flavor up in there.
QUINCY HIGGINS
What kind of flavors do they got?
MAGNUM
Dogs go watch the house.
The dogs go back to the house as the guys get into T.C. Cab.
INT. T.c. Cab maui - eVENING
T.C. starts down the road when they notice the car driving funny. 
MAGNUM
I think you got a flat tire dog.
TREVOR CURTIS
Ah that's all I need.
The guys stop and check out the car.
EXT. side of the road - maui - evENING
QUINCY HIGGINS
It's cool. You got a spare don't you, some fix a flat?
TREVOR CURTIS
As a matter of fact no I don't have a spare or some fix a flat.
QUINCY HIGGINS
You need to chill out. What kind of cab driver doesn't have a spare.
TREVOR CURTIS
One that's about to...
MAGNUM
Quit acting like kids. 

Magnum walks around the other side of the car and looks at the tires. 
MAGNUM
Someone slit your tires. 
T.C. and Higgins go around the other side to have a look.
TREVOR CURTIS
Someone's going to reimburse me for this one. They're not going to get away with this.
T.C. caresses and talks to his car.
TREVOR CURTIS
My Lucy, why do they keep doing this.
MAGNUM
Dude you need a woman.
T.C. perks up to the sound of that.
TREVOR CURTIS
Oh yeah club Pu Tang.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Well what do we do now? 
MAGNUM
We walk back to the house and figure out how we're going to get into town.
They start back to the house.
TREVOR CURTIS
Why don't we take your car?
MAGNUM
We can't take my car, there's not enough room for the three of us and beside I don't drive around with bird poop on my car.
QUINCY HIGGINS
What car? Where did you get a car from?
TREVOR CURTIS
He got a phat ass car. Robin hooked him up.
QUINCY HIGGINS
How come I didn't get a car? What kind of car did you get?
MAGNUM
A Ferrari.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Ah that's messed up. I need a car.
T.C. laughs at the guys as they get back to the house.
MAGNUM
 I'm sure you'll get yours. 
They walk up to the Ferrari.
TREVOR CURTIS
Come on lets take the Ferrari. You can't see the bird poop in the dark
QUINCY HIGGINS
Ah It's green,my favorite color.
MAGNUM
It's a two seater,and Higgins doesn't like to drive fast.
TREVOR CURTIS
It's the only ride we've got.
QUINCY HIGGINS
I'll drive.
MAGNUM
My car, I'll drive.
TREVOR CURTIS
Shot gun.
QUINCY HIGGINS
I'm not sitting on your lap.
Trevor walks up to Higgins and whispers in a sexy voice. 
TREVOR CURTIS
I'll sit on your lap.
Magnum and T.C. laugh at Higgins as he squirms at the thought.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Shut up, you all are stupid. Always talking stupid. I'll sit on your lap and you better not get all happy if you know what I mean.
TREVOR CURTIS
And you better not fart on my lap either.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Shut up.
MAGNUM
Okay lets go. 
The guys load in the car and start out again to Club Pu Tang.
INT.  magnums green ferrari - maUI - eVENING
As the guys arrive at their destination Magnum notices China Girl across the street getting into her limo. Magnum pulls up in front of Club Pu Tang. 
TREVOR CURTIS
This ain't LA, there's no Valle parking here.
MAGNUM
Okay I'm going to let you out and I'll meet back here in a few.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Where are you going? Your just going to leave us here.
Higgins struggles to climb over T.C. while getting out of the car as T.C. makes eyes at Higgins teasing. 
QUINCY HIGGINS
Shut up! Stanley how are you going to leave me with this fool.
EXT. clUB PU TANG - MAUI - eVENING
T.C. Gets out of the car and he and Higgins walk around the other side of the car near entrance of the club.
TREVOR CURTIS
Who are you calling a fool? You sound like his wife.
QUINCY HIGGINS
See how you are.
TREVOR CURTIS
What?
MAGNUM
You all need to quit. You both sound like an old married couple.
QUINCY HIGGINS
See how you are, I can't say nothing. I'm sorry I worry about my ass.
Magnum and T.C. laugh
QUINCY HIGGINS
I don't know where I'm at. T.C.'s always playing and your always taking off.
MAGNUM
You'll be fine. T.C. knows the place. Go enjoy the ladies and I'll be back soon. Have some sushi.
Magnum drives off. T.C. and Higgins walk up to the club.
TREVOR CURTIS
You got a bonny butt. It hurt my leg.
QUINCY HIGGINS
I told you I like woman.
TREVOR CURTIS
Aha see how you are.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Yes I do.
TREVOR CURTIS
  It's cool.
EXT. Pier 7 china girls yacht - maui - late evening                   
Magnum hags back and watches China Girls car waiting for the right time.
MAGNUM (V.O.)
Why am I doing this? I should be at club Pu Tang but the girl is bad. She intrigues me. How someone so beautiful could be so cold. 
Magnum sees driver putting her things in the trunk.
Magnum pulls up slowly to a parking in front of limo. He pretends to stall the car blocking the limo.
China Girls driver walks around towards Magnum.
Driver choe
You need to move the car.
MAGNUM
Sorry man,I just bought her and I'm still trying to get the hang of it. 
DRIVER CHOE
I don't care, move it.
China Girl rolls down her window.
CHINA GIRL
Choe!
Choe walks back to towards China Girl. China Girl nods her head and Choe goes back and waits until told to go. 
Magnum starts the car, parks and gets out. He walks by open window hoping to see China Girl. As he walks by pretending to be on the phone he see her. 
China Girl smiles at Magnum. 
MAGNUM
Sorry again, I didn't mean to hold you up. 
Magnum pretends not to pay much attention and keeps walking past.
CHINA GIRL
Magnum.
Magnum walks back.
MAGNUM
Do I know you? 
CHINA GIRL
You don't remember me from the airport? 
Magnum smiles.
MAGNUM
Actually I do, but how do you know my name?
CHINA GIRL
Your car. 
Magnum looks puzzled.
CHINA GIRL
There was a big sign with your name on it. At the airport, you got in the car.
MAGNUM
Okay. So you did notice me. You like what you see.
CHINA GIRL
Would you like to join me for a night cap?
MAGNUM
I thought you'd never ask.
Magnum gets in the car.
INT. china Girls limo -  maui - midnight           
China girl pours them each a drink and lights up a joint. Driver gets in and starts the car.  
Magnum starts to worry a little. The car is full of smoke smelling good to Magnum.
MAGNUM
I'm sorry I can't leave with you right now.
China Girl loosens her blouse and lets down her hair.
CHINA GIRL
I don't bite.
MAGNUM
No It's not that, I'm suppose to be across the street.
CHINA GIRL
Club Pu Tang.
China Girl takes a hit off the joint, gives him a kiss and blows the smoke in his mouth as she moves her hand up his leg. Magnum is feeling her.
Magnum tries not to inhale and doesn't notice that China Girl has just ejected him with a knock out drug.  
Magnum is feeling the effect of the drug. He thinks it's the smoke and is enjoying the high.  
CHINA GIRL
What does club Pu Tang have that I don't have? 
Magnum pushes her away.
MAGNUM
Whoa girl your moving kind of fast, you make me dizzy. 
Magnum is trying to maintain but the drug has him.
CHINA GIRL
Chow, drop Mr. Magnum off at club Pu Tang.
Chow starts out to club Pu Tang.
MAGNUM
Don't be mad. You know I think your fine.
CHINA GIRL
I'm a busy woman. I don't have time for games.   
China Girl sees that Magnum is feeling good and plays him sweet.
Magnum 
Can I have a rain check?
Magnum knows something is wrong and he needs to get out of there
CHINA GIRL
I'll think about it. 
Magnum is feeling the full effects of the drug and passes out before getting to club Pu Tang.
China Girl is feeling good about her evil schemes and drives Magnum back to her penthouse. 
INT. CLUB PU TANG - MAUI - mIDNIGHT
T.C. and Higgins are met at the door by security Joe who checks their I.D.'s
TREVOR CURTIS
What up Joe?
Joe just nods.
TREVOR CURTIS
He don't talk much.
T.C. and Higgins check out the place as they make their way to the bar.
Trevor is in a good mood and orders a drink. 
TREVOR CURTIS
 Scotch. This place is crackin.
Higgins is on guard being in a strange place and orders a pineapple juice. 
T.C. is checking out the Pu Tang when the owner walks up behind the bar.
Bar owner- White cahoona
Gentlemen, thank you for choosing my establishment. If there is anything I can get you. Joe will take care of you.
The guys thank the owner. The owner walks away. Higgins and  T.C. are enjoying themselves and focuses on the girls.
QUINCY HIGGINS
T.C. who was that?
T.C. Doesn't hear him. Higgins yells.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Trevor! Who was that?
TREVOR CURTIS
That was the owner. He's right on, cool people. He use to be a wrestler and a pimp. They call him White Chocolate.`

QUINCY HIGGINS
Cool, I feel better. 
Higgins relaxes and orders a drink. The guys notice a couple of ladies walk towards them.
Ladies
You like dance?
Higgins shakes his head no.
TREVOR CURTIS
Come on lets dance. I'll take the both of you. 
T.C. and the girls go out on the dance floor while Higgins hangs back and checks the place out. 
While scooping the place out from the bar he sees his 10 girl across the room talking to Joe.  
Higgins chugs his drink and is ready to make his move when he is approached by a big beautiful Samoan girl.
Big girl (FOREIGN Language- PIdGiN- HAWAIIAN slag)
I like you. You like dance? You like lomi lomi? 
Big girl grabs Higgins's butt. Higgins feeling a little intimidated notices his 10 girl is gone.
QUINCY HIGGINS
No Thank you. I don't even know what that means.
Coco Ma, a tall Asian transvestite with a deep sexy voice walks up to the bar and interrupts.
Coco ma(FOREIGN Language- PIdGiN- HAWAIIAN slag) 
It means massage, hard massage. I'll give you lomi lomi. Do you like banana cream pie?
Higgins doesn't notice that she is a he.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Why yes I do.
Coco ma
My name is Coco Ma
QUINCY HIGGINS
Okay, nice to meet you.
BIG GIRL(FOREIGN Language- PIdGiN- HAWAIIAN slag)
OOjees, Look at this mahu. Everytime make A 
Coco ma(FOREIGN Language- PIdGiN- HAWAIIAN slag)
Why you give stink eye? Just coasting.
Big girl gets in Coco Ma's face while Higgins and bartender watch. 
BIG GIRL(FOREIGN Language- PIdGiN- HAWAIIAN slag)
You stay mahu ide !
Coco ma(FOREIGN Language- PIdGiN- HAWAIIAN slag)
Whatevas, no act.
Coco ma ignores big girl, orders a drink and has a seat at the bar. Big girl stays in her face.
BIG GIRL(FOREIGN Language- PIdGiN- HAWAIIAN slag)
You WaHa. Wala'au .
Coco ma(FOREIGN Language- PIdGiN- HAWAIIAN slag)
An den.
BIG GIRL(FOREIGN Language- PIdGiN- HAWAIIAN slag)
Your lolo.
Coco ma(FOREIGN Language- PIdGiN- HAWAIIAN slag)
An den wot momona okola.
BIG GIRL(FOREIGN Language- PIdGiN- HAWAIIAN slag)
You like beef?
Coco ma(FOREIGN Language- PIdGiN- HAWAIIAN slag)
Li Dat!
Coco Ma stands up and gets in big girls face. Higgins is seated between the two, turns to the bartender.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Beautiful language, what are they saying?
Bartender
Big girl told he she to stay over in his area with the gay men. Then he she.
QUINCY HIGGINS
You mean that's a man? Really?
BARTENDER
And then he told big girl whatever and that she was showing off. Then big girl said he talks to much and has diarrhea of the mouth so he said and then. Then Big girl calls him stupid and he calls her fat butt and now they are about to fight.
QUINCY HIGGINS                                                               
Oh. They said all that? I better leave. 
Higgins tips the bartender and starts to get up when the two still arguing start pushing. Big girl gets pushed and knocks Higgins to the floor breaking her fall.  
Bobby Wang, looking like a little Hawaiian Elvis Morris Day steps up to Coco ma. Joe security watches and let them go at it.  
Bobby wang
That's my lady.
Bobby Wang former ninja pimp does his thing and kicks his brother Coco Ma  across the room then goes over to help big girl and sees her on top of Higgins.
Bobby wang
And who's this?
Bobby helps big girl up while Higgins lays on the floor dazed from the fall.  `
BIG GIRL
He's a friend.
Bobby wang
What kind of friend?
BIG GIRL
None of your business. I don't see a ring on it.
Coco ma gets up and hits Bobby with a chair 
Big girl picks up Higgins, throws him over her shoulder and heads towards the door. 
Bobby gets up and the fight is on. Bobby body slams Coco ma on a table near the door where Brain Fellow is enjoying his cocktail.

BRAIN FELLOW
That man is wearing a dress. That's crazy. I can see his panties. He needs a bikini wax or something. 
Bobby and Coco Ma continue fighting. Big girl puts Higgins down. 
BIG GIRL
My hero. Thank you for saving my fall. I would like to repay you. I cook for you tomorrow.
Higgins brushes him self off and tries to think of a nice  way to tell her no thanks. T.C. walks up quietly laughing at Higgins.
Big girl tries to kiss on Higgins while he explains why it's not a good idea.
QUINCY HIGGINS
I'm sorry I can't. I have another engagement.
BIG GIRL
You don't like big girls.
QUINCY HIGGINS
No no, your a beautiful big girl and I'm sure your a wonderful cook, but don't you have a man?
BIG GIRL
No. You can be my man. I'll be at the beach party tomorrow. 
T.C. hangs back a little while waiting on Higgins. Higgins walks to the door and sees Bobby Wang watching them.
QUINCY HIGGINS
I think that cat over there cares about you. Love is hard to find. Now go to him. 
Big girl looks back at Bobby,goes over to him and kicks him in his shin, walks away looking at Higgins. 
BIG GIRL
You come see me. 
Joe security walks past with Coco Ma and throws him out. Higgins motions to T.C. to go. 
EXT. outside club pu tang - mAUI - after midnight
Higgins and T.C. get outside and look around for Magnum. 
QUINCY HIGGINS
I knew he wouldn't come back. He always does this.  
T.C. Laughs at Higgins as they start walking back to the beach house. 
QUINCY HIGGINS
Why you always laughing at me?
TREVOR CURTIS
You're funny. You got big girl and Coco Mas panties all in a bunch.  
QUINCY HIGGINS
It's the pimp juice. Don't hate. I can't help it player hate!
TREVOR CURTIS
I don't know about all that but we need to get out of here. 
QUINCY HIGGINS
Why?
T.C. sees local street gang coming up the street. 
T.C. and Higgins try to cross the street.
TREVOR CURTIS
Come on, lets go. Be cool.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Be cool? I'm always cool, what's up with you? Why are you walking so fast?
TREVOR CURTIS
Cause.
T.C. and Higgins are suddenly surrounded by a local Filipino gang that is stuck in the 70's.        
Gang leadeR
T.C., what's up man? Long time know see. Who's your little friend? 
The gang all laughs then pull out their weapons. One of the members steps up and does a poor demonstration with his numb chucks.
Leader motions to stop and another member gets up in T.C. face.
Gang member
Tell him to take off his pants.
TREVOR CURTIS
Your pimp juice is working hard today. They want your pants.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Why don't they want your pants.
TREVOR CURTIS
I don't know.
QUINCY HIGGINS
They're not going to try and do something to me.
Higgins stops and begs the gang leader.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Please don't violate me. I know I have a tight little butt.
GANG LEADER
Shut up! Take their shoes.
Gang takes their shoes. Higgins takes off his pants.
GANG LEADER
Get their wallets. T.C., we have some unfinished business.
A gang member goes through their wallets, takes their money and gives it to the leader.
GANG LEADER
Not enough. You have to pay the toll. I need my money. You can't drive these streets for free. Someone has to pay.
Gang leader nods for members to take action just then Bobby Wang pulls up in his big wheel car, Impala, jumps out and begins taking out gang.
T.C. and Higgins watch in amazement as Bobby takes care of them.
Bobby wang
Get in my car.
Bobby and the guys run to the car while being chased by gang members.
T.C. tries to open car door. 
TREVOR CURTIS
The door's locked.
BOBBY WANG
My bad.
Bobby runs up and uses his remote key. Higgins pushes T.C. 
QUINCY HIGGINS
Hurry, open the door. Where's the ladder?
Bobby and T.C. get in. Higgins has a hard time climbing in.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Help me! How does he do this? Pull me up.
Bobby takes off as the gang get close. T.C. pulls Higgins in and they drive away. 
INT. cHINA GIRLS PENTHOUSE  - mAUI - MID MORNING 
China Girl comes from the other room in her lingerie and climbs on top of Magnum who is tied up to the bed. She wants him to think something went on last night.
CHINA GIRL
Wake up Stanley, it's time to go.
Magnum wakes up a little groggy and unsure of what was going on.
MAGNUM
Hey baby, was it good for you?
CHINA GIRL
You don't know how good. So good I had to tie you to the bed. Get my freak on. 
China Girl gets up and heads for the door.
CHINA GIRL
I'll be right back and we'll finish where we left off.
MAGNUM
I'll be waiting.
Magnum still tied to the bed come out of his fog and realizes that China Girl is not coming back. 
MAGNUM (V.O.)
I had a feeling that miss China Girl wasn't coming back. I must have been high. I prefer to think we did the freaky deakie but I don't think so, I'm not sure what went on last night. Anyway I need to get out of here.
Magnum tries to wiggles out of the ropes only managing to get his feet loose. Talking to himself he decides to use his toes to get the phone and call Higgins.
MAGNUM
Now how am I going to this. I guess I'm going to have to use my feet.
Magnum stretches his leg towards the phone.
MAGNUM
Ouwhh cramp, cramp, Ouwhh okay,okay lets do this.
Magnum stretches towards the phone and grabs the cord with his toes. He pulls the phone off the table and pulls it towards him. 
Still unable to dial he has to do a little flipping around to reach the buttons.
MAGNUM
Dang, Guess I'm going to have to do one of my sexual gymnastic moves.
Magnum does his thing and dials with his toes.
MAGNUM
Higgins, It's Magnum.
TREVOR CURTIS
Na man, It's T.C.. Higgins is sleeping. He had a rough night. 
MAGNUM
I need you guys to come pick me up. 
TREVOR CURTIS
Where you at?
MAGNUM
I'm at China Girl penthouse. She tied me to the bed.
TREVOR CURTIS
Does she have a friend?
MAGNUM
Just hurry up and come get me, and tell Higgins to bring his Block Buster card.
INT.  Hall way to china girls penthouse - maui - Late morning       
Higgins and T.C. walk down the hall to China Girls place while Bobby Wang keeps watch outside. Higgins pulls out his block buster card and discreetly opens the door. 
Higgins and T.C. cautiously make their way through the apartment.  
May Ling, China Girls maid watches as they go into the  bedroom where they find Magnum. 
MAGNUM
What took you so long? I could have been to China and back by now.
T.C. laughs while walking to the window as Higgins starts lecturing Magnum.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Who are you talking to? Your lucky we came at all. See if you hadn't left us stranded you wouldn't be in this mess.
MAGNUM
Okay, I'm sorry. Can you please untie me.
T.C. keeps look out at the window. He sees Bobby Wang trying to stall China Girl and her body guards.  
TREVOR CURTIS
Dudes lets go. Your girl is on her way up and she looks mad.
Higgins unties Magnum while T.C. grabs Magnums clothes and throws it to him. 
QUINCY HIGGINS
Hurry up! I don't feel like meeting your girl friend. She sounds like a crazy...
May ling
Witch. 
Magnum is putting on his pants when the guys are surprised by May Ling and are unsure of what to do.
May LING
It's okay. Come this way. She is a very bad woman. Miss thing thinks she's all that. 
The guys follow her out the back way. Magnum pulls out his money clip.
MAGNUM
This is for you, take it please.
The guys look at Magnum in amazement because he pulled out a couple hundred dollar bills and gave them to May Ling. 
May Ling goes back to the kitchen and waits for China Girl to go off when she find out that Magnum is gone, but China Girl just laughs and gets a loving look in her eye as she thinks about Magnum.
EXT. outside hotel - maUI - late morning
The guys head to Bobby Wangs car. 
QUINCY HIGGINS
I thought you said you didn't have any money. See how you are.
TREVOR CURTIS
Ya! where's my money? I need to get paid.
MAGNUM
I was about to pay you at club Pu Tang but I seen China Girl and I had to check it out. For real.
TREVOR CURTIS
Well how about that scratch in your pocket? That'll do.
MAGNUM
I promise I'll pay you when I get back. I have to get gas and stuff.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Ya whatever. Did you even get any info from that girl?
MAGNUM
Are you my mamma?
QUINCY HIGGINS
If I was your mamma I'd smack the back of your head right now cause you always be getting into trouble.
MAGNUM
Yes ma'ma. 
QUINCY HIGGINS
Shut up.
They get in Bobby Wangs car and leave.
Bobby drops Magnum off at his car.
MAGNUM
I'll meet you guys later. I'm going to see a friend of Johnny's sister up in county
As the guys drive away. 
QUINCY HIGGINS (V.O.)
You know you look like a little Hawaiian Morris Day? 
BOBBY WANG (V.O.)
I don't know any Morris Day. I do me baby.
QUINCY HIGGINS (V.O.)
You know, Princes cousin.
TREVOR CURTIS
Stupid. (V.O)
INT. county jail - Maui - noON           
Magnum is on the visitors side of the glass at the county jail waiting for Tomisito Young the boyfriend of Johnnys sister.
While waiting for Tomisito, Magnum is on the phone with Geeves and flirting with some of the female visitors.
Tomisito walks up and both he and Magnum get on the phone.
Tomisito
What's up? Do I Know you?
MAGNUM
Na, I'm here for Gina's little brother. 
Tomisito
No one knows I'm here except for Gina and I haven't heard from her. 
MAGNUM
I found a letter at Gina's place. Johnny needs your help.
Tomisito
Where's Gina? 
MAGNUM
Sorry man Gina's gone. 
Tomisito
What do you mean she's gone? What's that suppose to mean?
MAGNUM
She's dead. We need your help to find her killers. They're after Johnny. 
Tomisito goes into a slow rage when the guards come up and give him a warning. 
Magnum lets Tomisito vent some before resuming questioning. 
MAGNUM
China Girl, how is she involved with Henry Ki and Island Hoppers? 
Tomisito agrees to help Magnum with information on China Girls operations.
Magnum leaves the jail and goes back to the beach house to freshen up before meeting the guys at the beach party.
MAGNUM (V.O.)
As expected Tomisito took the news about Gina pretty hard. He said Gina over heard Henry get into it with with some dude with a plate in his head. She didn't get to tell him everything but he said she was scared and that she had to do a job with Henry.
EXT. Beach Party - maui - late afternoon                       
Magnum walks down to the beach party feeling and looking good flirting with the ladies along the way. One perky young lady stops him. 
Perky young lady
Your cute. What's your name?
Magnum smiles and looks the girl up and down.
MAGNUM
Magnum, Stanley Magnum.
PERKY YOUNG LADY
Like in condoms and champaign. I like.
Magnum gives his pimp smile and winks. Perky young lady giggles and runs off.
Magnum meets up with T.C. Higgins is off exploring the beach. The party, kind of a street fair event. Food, live entertainment, surfers, and people having a good time.  
TREVOR CURTIS
What up dog? Time to party.
MaGNUM
You know I'm ready.
Hot girls walk by. The guys get a good look.
MAGNUM
 I need a little release.
ExT. bar - beach party - mAUI - lATE AFTERNOON 
The guys have a seat at the bar and precede to enjoy the day. 
Higgins is down the beach looking fly in his new beach gear hoping to see his 10 girl. 
Being a little disappointed by not seeing his girl he heads to the bar were the guys are. 
Magnum and T.C. are having a good time flirting with the waitresses, eating chicken wings, and people watching.
MAGNUM
So Trevor how did you end up in Hawaii?
TREVOR CURTIS
My Uncle use to own Island Hoppers.  He and Robin were good friends They were in Nam together. After the war they came to Hawaii. My Uncle would tell me stories about how beautiful it was and how Robin was always getting him involved in his private investigation cases. My uncle died before I was old enough to visit him. 
MAGNUM
Sorry Man.
Trevor is checking out the ladies as they walk by.  
TREVOR CURTIS
It's cool, it was a long time ago, I'm here and my uncle was right.  Beautiful. 
Waitress brings the guys more drinks. Magnum gives the girl a tip while Trevor is watching the crowd. 
Ext. DowN THE BEACH - maui - late AFTERNOON
Higgins stops to watch a Japanese cooking demonstration when he sees Bobby Wang and the big girl from last night coming towards him.  
Bobby and big girl are arguing. Bobby walks away. 
Big girl spots Higgins and heads towards him. Not in the mood for dealing with her he hides in the crowd.  
Ext. Bar beach party -maui - lATE AFTERNOON
TREVOR CURTIS
Look at Higgins. Big girl is after him.
MAGNUM
Shoot, player needs some attention.  Which one of them big girls like me? They be sweet like jello, all jiggle. 
TREVOR CURTIS
Ya it be all jiggly,I be all up in those Lane Bryents like wrestling they be pinning you down and stuff. 
Magnum and Higgins are having a good time cracking jokes watching Higgins.
Ext. DoWN THE BEACH -late AFTERNOON
Higgins sees a boat near the water and decides to lay down in it till girl leaves.  
Big girl looses Higgins and decides to sit on the beach near the boat that Higgins is hiding in. 
Talking to himself Higgins sneaks a peek to see if big girl is still there.
QUINCY HIGGINS
She ain't never going to leave. I'll wait a few minutes then I'll figure something out.
Magnum and T.C. are laughing at Higgins.
Ext. Stage beach party - maUI - laTE AFTERNOON 
The surfing contest is almost over and the stage is ready for the musical acts. People are starting to crowd in.
Frankie Noble owner of the food stand and one of the organizers of the event gets on stage.
Frankie
I want to thank everyone for coming out today. Tonight one of the greatest bands in the world, Morris Day and the Time. But right now 
it's time for a surfer remix with your D.J. Uncle Luke and 2 Live crew. 
Frankie hands the mike to Luke and stand back keeping an eye on the crowd. He sees Johnny and his friends running down the beach. 
Frankie notices a black Lincoln and one of China Girls men talking to a local street racer club hanging out in the parking lot. Club consist of high performance cars and cycles.   
Frankie makes a phone call as he walks towards the parking   to get a closer look. 
EXT. bar beach party - maui - early evening
MAGNUM
Is that Morris Day? Check it out Morris and Bobby Wang.
The guys start laughing.
EXT. in front of stage beach party -maui - eaRLY EVENING
Morris Day who is performing at the beach party is surrounded by his female fans as they are walking down the beach    
Bobby Wang coming the other way with a couple of his girls meet up with Morris. They stop and check each other out, circle each other and keep walking.   
Bobby stops,snaps his fingers and his girls that were hanging around Morris go with Bobby.
Morris stops and is amazed that dude just cold cocked him. Morris respects the player.
Morris Day 
Cool.
As Morris and Bobby both walk away everyone on the beach except for them notices that they resemble each other.
Ext. Bar beach party - maui- early evening
Magnum and T.C. are having a good day when Aalyhia comes running up.
Aalyhia
Johnny, he ran away. We told him about his sister.
MAGNUM
Aha dang we need to find him.
Magnum pays the bill and they leave to look for Johnny. Aalyhia and T.C. go one way and Magnum the other.
Ext. DoWN THE BEACH - maui - early evening
Johnny is with his friends on the beach. 
Higgins still in the boat dozes off and doesn't notices that it has drifted into the water.
Frankie watches China Girls men payoff the leader of the car club. Club leader makes a call.
Magnum sees Johnny and his friends partying down the beach. Johnny doesn't notice him as he walks up. 
MAGNUM
Johnny.
Johnny laying on the beach with a bottle in his hand ignores Magnum. Magnum calls his name again.
MAGNUM
Johnny!
Johnny still ignores him so Magnum kicks sand on him to get his attention. Johnny jumps up to Magnum.
JOHNNY
Don't be kicking sand fool!
MAGNUM
So it's like that. Look,I'm sorry about your sister. 
JOHNNY
Ya right. You're only around cause your getting paid. You don't care. 
Johnny takes off down the beach. Magnum follows slowly behind. 
JOHNNY
Just leave me alone. Go back to your party, I can take care of myself.
MAGNUM
Well right now I feel like walking on the beach and what you going to do?
JOHNNY
Whatever.
Just then several ATV vehicles come driving up behind Magnum and trip him as they pass. 
Johnny turns around to see that they are heading towards him and tries to run. 
Magnum gets up and gets a piece of drift wood to use as a weapon.
The ATV's circle Johnny and Magnum. They are playing chicken with them. Magnum swings at them and knocks one of them off as the others manages to grab Johnny using a net.  
Magnum gets the dudes ATV and tries to follow Johnny. Magnum can't get it go. Magnum gets a call. 
MAGNUM
Tong Tong Spa. Cool. 
Police shows up to take the bad guy away. Magnum leaves to find China Girl.
EXT. up the beach - maui - eARLY EVENING
Higgins wakes up and decides he better get back to the party. He stands up in the boat not knowing the boat has drifted. The boat flips and he falls in the water on top of the dead body of Henry Ki. 
Higgins freaks out. Big girl runs to save Higgins. She pulls him out of the water and gives him mouth to mouth as a crowd gathers. Higgins sees his 10 girl and tries to push big girl off but she is very forceful. His 10 girl looks back at Higgins as she leaves with male friend.    
Big four wheel monster truck comes roaring through the crowd and pulls up near Big girl and Higgins. Higgins freaks out again when he sees Bobby Wang and pushes Big girl off. 
BOBBY WANG
Get in.
QUINCY HIGGINS
It's not what you think. There's a dead man in the water. 
T.C. sitting in passenger seat of truck shows his face.
TREVOR CURTIS
Get in. China Girls men got Johnny.  
QUINCY HIGGINS
Someone please call the police. There's a dead man in the water.
TREVOR CURTIS
Get in here! Hurry up!
QUINCY HIGGINS
Shut up! I don't know who you think your talking to.
Higgins goes around to the other side of the truck and jumps in.
Bobby Wang takes off towards the parking lot after the ATV's 
Frankie Noble still watching China Girls men sees the ATV's pull up with Johnny.
Golden Dagger
Where's the box?
JOHNNY
I don't know what your talking about.
China Girls man throws Johnny into Lincoln. 
Lincoln takes off. Frankie follows Lincoln unnoticed. 
INT. Bobby wang's truck
                                                                     TREVOR CURTIS
Did you see that? They threw Johnny in the Lincoln.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Where's Magnum ? 
TREVOR CURTIS
He went to find China Girl at Tong Tongs.
QUINCY HIGGINS
What's Tong Tongs?
BOBBY WANG
It's a massage parlor.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Always after the booty. 
EXT. Beach parking lot - maui - eaRLY EVENING
Bobby Wang drives over curbs to catch the Lincoln. 
ATVS take off and car club blocks Bobby Wang. Bobby works his way around them and goes after the Lincoln. Chase begins.  
Car club surround Bobby Wang and try to run him off the road.
Bobby Wang tierd of the little race cars takes charge, changes to his booty hunter hat and run them down. Higgins is freaking out while T.C. is having a good time.
With distraction from the cars Bobby loses the Lincoln. Frankie gets a call as he follows Lincoln unnoticed to China Girls yacht. Frankie stows away as yacht leaves.
Bobby Wang gets a call and they head to the pier. They just miss China Girls yacht leaving. 
BOBBY WANG
It's cool, I know where their headed. We'll just take the scenic route. Yahooo! Hold on to your pimp hat cause it's going to be a bumpy ride.
Bobby halls up side of mountain towards volcano. Higgins freaking while Bobby and T.C. are having a good time.
INT. Tong tong massage parlor - maui - eARLY EVENING
Magnum is inside Tong Tongs, walks up to front desk where old Asian black pimp is playing around with the girls. 
MAGNUM
Are you head pimp in house?
Wise eddie
Na man queen Bee is in back. What you need?
MAGNUM
Boss lady and I got a thing, you know.
Old Asian black pimp is down with Magnum and sends him back to China Girls room.
MAGNUM
What's up baby girl? Ladies.
Three beautiful girls who are also China Girls body guards are giving China Girl a massage. China Girl surprised to hear Magnum turns around and gets up with just her sheet.
CHINA GIRL
Magnum, Did you miss me? 
China Girl walk up to Magnum and flashes him 
CHINA GIRL
Because I missed you.
MAGNUM
Hold on girl. I hear your men have Johnny.
China Girl gets mad and covers up.
CHINA GIRL
I don't know what your talking about. You need to leave.
MAGNUM
If I leave I'm taking you with me.
CHINA GIRL
Are you?
China Girl signals the girls to get Magnum and calmly walks out. They kick and slap Magnum around. He blocks them the best he can without hurting them. 
Magnum smiles because they are to cute but they're starting to hurt him.
MAGNUM
Come on now, that's not fair. A gentlemen doesn't hit a lady. 
Magnum unsure on how to handle them he decides to play with them. He chases them around with a towel spanks, trips and smacks their behinds. 
Magnum gets out the door and sees China Girls car drive away.  
Magnum gets a call and heads to the docks where there is a speed boat waiting for him. Magnum is out to help the guys.
EXT. underground drug lab and weapons storage facility -maui - sUNSET  
T.C., Higgins and Bobby Wang try to find a way into underground facility where Johnny is being held. T.C. stops and looks around.
TREVOR CURTIS
Wait a minute, there's a lava tube. We can go down the tube to get to the lab. 
QUINCY HIGGINS
We'll go down the tube? I'm not going under no volcano.
Higgins walks behind the guys as they go check out tube. T.C. pulls out his mini key chain flash light. T.C. and Bobby Wang start down the tube as Higgins looks in. 
QUINCY HIGGINS
You can't see with that little flash light. 
TREVOR CURTIS
Shut up and get down here.
Bobby Wang grabs Higgins and pulls him down the tube. Higgins screams and they slide down the jagged lava rock into T.C. .
TREVOR CURTIS
Calm down, they'll here us.
Higgins and Bobby Wang brush off and follow T.C. through the tube.
QUINCY HIGGINS
How do you know this will take us to the lab? 
TREVOR CURTIS
Cause I know. I'm a tour guild. Look there's a light ahead.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Okay, let's get Johnny. You ready Bobby Wang?
As the guys head toward the light and climb out of tube Bobby Wang sees a way into the lab and heads out on his own.
T.C. looks around and tries to figure out where they're at.
QUINCY HIGGINS
I don't see any lab.
TREVOR CURTIS
Hold on, let me it figure out.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Stupid! We're in the same place we started.
TREVOR CURTIS
Your stupid! You followed me.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Your stupid. Come on Bobby Wang.
TREVOR CURTIS
Where's Bobby? 
T.C. looks down the hole for Bobby. 
TREVOR CURTIS
I don't see him. Bobby!
The guys start pacing. 
QUINCY HIGGINS
I told you. Now some kind of giant lizard got Bobby Wang. I Told you.
TREVOR CURTIS
The monster should've got you.
QUINCY HIGGINS
No one listens to me. I'm just a pimp in a pineapple field.
TREVOR CURTIS
More like a pineapple head. Lets get out of here. 
EXT. shore other side of island - maui - suNSEt 
Magnum drives boat on to beach he sees T.C. and Higgins and signals them over to the airplane hanger where underground lab is located.
Magnum and the guys take out the security guards and meet inside of hanger.
MAGNUM
How you doin? 
Higgins a little shaken up.
QUINCY HIGGINS
We lost Bobby Wang.
T.C. checks out a helicopter located in hanger.  
MAGNUM
Don't worry Bobby Wang can take care of himself. 
Magnum looks over at T.C. 
MAGNUM
You fly? We might need a way out of here.
T.C. Climbs in and starts playing with instruments.
TREVOR CURTIS
Ya buddy I got this.
MAGNUM
You guys keep a look out I'm going underground. T.C. Get the chopper ready.
Magnum opens door that leads to undergrounds lab.
INT underground drug lab and weapons storage facility -maui - EVENING
Magnum hiding behind crates watches China Girls men drag Johnny out of front office. Magnum see a crow bar and goes after Johnny.
As China Girls men take Johnny down the hall Frankie Noble grabs Johnny pulls his gun and shows his badge. 
JOHNNY
Your Po Po?
FRANKIE noble
Good thing for you. What?
Frankie pushes Johnny behind wall.
Frankie noble 
Put down your guns.
As China Girls men are putting down their guns Magnum comes up from behind and cracks them in the head with crow bar.  
MAGNUM
Johnny! You okay? 
Frankie shows his badge.
JOHNNY
I'm good, he's cool.
Magnum kicks one of the guns and bends down to pick up the Magnum when shots are fired. Magnum hits the floor. Frankie fires his gun towards Magnum and hits gun men.
Magnum grabs the gun and dusts his self off. 
MAGNUM
Good shot, thanks. I think I might need this.
FRANKIE NOBLE
Target practise Dog. Lets go. 
The guys look for a way out. Here comes Bobby Wang with China Girls men after him. They are trapped at the end of the hall.
The guys stand up to China Girls men but Bobby Wang pulls out his numb chucks and signals them to stand back. 
Bobby Wang does his thing and leads the guys to the air vent in the front office where he came in through.
MAGNUM
I can't fit up in there. We need to find another way.
FRANKIE NOBLE
Bobby you take Johnny out of here. We need a distraction.
JOHNNY
I have some firecrackers.
Johnny hands Frankie a string off firecrackers and a couple of M80's. 
FRANKIE NOBLE
Where did you get this? Freakin blow your head off. You got a lighter?
JOHNNY
Na.
FRANKIE NOBLE
Okay get going we'll meet you out side.
Magnum checks the desk for a lighter while Frankie calls for  back up.  
MAGNUM
Why does China Girl want Johnny so bad and why is Bobby Wang here?
FRANKIE NOBLE
Bobby Wang works for Robin Masters too He's our ninja pimp. 
MAGNUM
You work for Robin?
FRANKIE NOBLE
On the side. Johnny took China Girls jewelry box. He said there was nothing in there but a weird key. We think it belong to her secret weapons storage.
MAGNUM
What does she have a bomb or something?? 
FRANKIE NOBLE
Ya. She's a straight up evil Bee. 
MAGNUM
For real. I was going to hit that.
Magnum finds a lighter. They throw a few fire cracker into an open crate below. The firecrackers don't explode but the crate begins to burn.
MAGNUM
Do you smell that? 
FRANKIE NOBLE
Up in smoke dog. You know if you want to keep that gun you gotta stay away from the stuff.
MAGNUM
Ya ya. I'm good. What if I get a contact high?
FRANKIE NOBLE
Lets blow this place. Here I don't like those things.
MAGNUM
Shoot, I'll blow this bee.
Magnum throws M80 into office as Frankie throws firecrackers into an ammunition crate to distract China Girls men until the police get there.
Magnum calls T.C. to get the chopper ready as they head out of warehouse.
EXT. outside airplane hanger - mAUI - evening 
T.C. starts up chopper.
TREVOR CURTIS
Come on.
QUINCY HIGGINS
I'm not getting in until I see your licence. 
TREVOR CURTIS
Shut up and get in.
T.C. lifts off the ground and bounces around freaking Higgins out.  
QUINCY HIGGINS
There's Bobby Wang and Johnny. I'm going with them.
Higgins jumps out and runs to the boat. 
QUINCY HIGGINS
Bobby! Bobby, wait for me.
Higgins gets in and they take off back to karate school where China Girl is expected. 
Magnum and Frankie come running out airplane hanger with China Girls men firing at them. They make their way to helicopter. 
T.C. lifts off fast and low to the ground aiming blades at gun men. They fly back to karate school as police take over.
Int. KaRATE SCHOOL - MAUI - EVENING
China Girl men walk in on Aalyhias class. China girl wearing a red jump suit follows.
Aalyhia
Kids go to the back, now, hurry.
The kids go to the back as China Girls men get into position to take on Aalyhia and her instructors. The fight begins.
China Girls men are getting beat.
CHINA GIRL
Incompetence. Get out of the way.
China Girl walks up to Aalyhia. Her men scatters off to the side while Aalyhias people stand behind her.
CHINA GIRL
I heard you where a worthy adversary.
Aalyhia
And I heard your an ugly skank. 
China Girl slaps Aalyhia and turns her back to walk out.
AALYHIA
It's on bitch. No one slaps Aalyhia Ho and walks out.
Aalyhia runs at China Girl grabs her by the hair and slings here across the floor as Bobby Wang, Higgins and Johnny walk in.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Just in time. I love a good cat fight.
Aalyhia lets China Girl up and the fight is on. China Girls  men and Aalyhias people watch each other to keep it a fair fight.
China Girl and Aalyhia are equals until Aalyhia gets over and China Girl pulls out her dagger. Johnny standing near by kicks the dagger out of her hand. China Girl signals her men to attack.
Higgins sees his 10 Girl Maleana,Joe and Coco Ma come in from the back. Everyone in the room goes at it. 
As China Girls men are keeping Aalyhia and the others busy, Magnum T.C. and Frankie Noble walk in with the police. Magnum sees China Girl trying to sneak out and goes after her.He grabs her as she heads for the door.
CHINA GIRL
Let me go! Please,I love you Magnum We could be good together. Come with me.
MAGNUM
Hell no. Your just too crazy.
China Girl tries to kiss Magnum but he pushes her off as the police hand cuff her. Magnum goes back with the others The police round up China Girls men.
QUINCY HIGGINS
Look! Look! There's my girl. She's lady kung fu too. Dang she's hot.
Frankie goes with Johnny to get China Girls box. T.C. checks on Aalyhia. Cat comes running in with Malo and Winston and jumps on Higgins. Maleana walks up to Higgins and gets her cat. Magnum takes the dogs back to the beach house. Everyone is tired after a long day.
EXT. wedding party near water fall - Maui - eARLY EVENING
Three months later at the wedding of Big girl Mamosa and Bobby Wang. CoCo Ma is best man. The preacher pronounces them man and wife. Nate Dog sings One in a Million. The celebrity pimp guests of Robin Masters are enjoying the reception. Morris Day is the wedding singer along with traditional Island music and dancers.
Higgins caters wedding with help from Martha Stewart a surprise from Robin. Higgins and his new girl Maliana Aalyhia's and Joe's cousin are working the Seisinam table. Magnum and Frankie check out the ladies and talk business.
FRANKIE
Ya Dog,China Girl got it bad for you. She asked me to give you this.
Frankie gives Magnum her golden dagger. Magnum thinks to himself how the fire was there but the chick was crazy.
Leila throws the bouquet. The girls fight for it. T.C. cheers on Aalyhia his future bride, but Little Kim comes up with it.
Johnny his friends are hustling in charge of valet and escorting guest to the reception site.   
While unknown to everyone who he is, Robin Masters is enjoying the party with his date and business partner Foxy Brown looking like James Bond. All of the P.I.s of Pimps International are at the big table toasting Bobby Wang and Don Ho a job well done. 
MAGNUM (V.O.)
It's been a crazy few` months on the Island. China Girl is safe in prison. My boys found love. T.C.'s dream of becoming part owner of Island Hopper has come true. Johnny has a new family with Aalyhia and T.C., and is working after school washing T.C.'s Cabs and buses,and I got my gun permit and a new career. I'm don't know where I'm going but I'm sure it's all good. Aloha. 






















